ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT FOLDING HEADPHONES

FEATURES
- Folding design
- 360 degree adjustable
- 40mm Neodymium Driver
- 3D Bass effect and Dynamic surround sound

DESIGNED FOR COMFORT
The HS706 headphones fold inward for easy storage. The unique 3D Sound Effect produces strong bass and clear trebles. The super soft and super light ear pieces ensure comfort. The gold plated plug provides excellent transmission and connection.

HIGH QUALITY DESIGN
The audio system consists of powerful magnets and a super light diaphragm that have been designed to produce theatre-like surround sound. The Semi enclosed, flexible ear piece design effectively blocks external noise.

FOR THE TRAVELLER
The amazing Hi-Fi Grade sound quality makes the HS706 headset the perfect choice for travel. The flexible design ensures a perfect fit and the extra-soft foam ear cushions provide extreme comfort and while acting as a noise reducer.

STYLISH DESIGN
The product has been designed using the latest engineering technology for maximum convenience and portabality.

SPECIFICATIONS

Speaker:  
- Dimension: 170*144*72 mm
- Acoustic System: Closed
- Magnet Type: Neodymium
- Driver Type: Dynamic
- Impedance: 40 ohm
- Sensitvity: 115 dB/mw
- Frequency Response: 20-20KHz
- Rated Power: 100 mw
- Maximum Input Power: 1000mv

Cable:  
- Connection: Double Sided
- Length: 2100 mm
- Connector: 3.5 mm Stereo